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Effect of varying dimensions on gadolinium rectangular thin film elements: micromagnetic simulations
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Abstract

Micromagnetic simulations of the ground state magnetization patterns of rectangular gadolinium thin film elements were performed and the effects of aspect ratio, size, and thickness of the island on net long axis moment were investigated. Highly remanent states were found in 15 nm thick gadolinium islands with high aspect ratios, 8:1 or greater, as well as in smaller islands with aspect ratios down to 5:1. The thickness of the island was also critical for the ability of a gadolinium island to maintain a highly remanent ground state; islands with thickness greater than or equal to 30 nm showed increased multidomain formation. These results provide information and guidance on what dimensions are suitable for fabrication of single-domain gadolinium nanostructures – a feat not yet achieved in literature. The proposed dimensions most suitable for experimental realisation of a single domain gadolinium element are 500 nm × 50 nm × 15 nm, lying within the range found in this investigation to be energetically favoured single domains.
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1. Introduction

Gadolinium (Gd) is a rare earth metal which in hexagonally close packed (hcp) bulk form is notable for its high Curie temperature of 293 K (for rare earths) and high saturation magnetization value, in part due to a large magnetic moment from seven unpaired 4f electrons. In single crystal gadolinium,
magnetization values of 2.12 MAm$^{-1}$ have been achieved. Gadolinium has applications across disciplines: potential use exist in magnetic refrigeration, as a contrast agent in magnetic resonance imaging, and to aid in the study of effects such as interface anisotropy and interlayer coupling in multilayer thin film devices.

Confining the dimensions of ferromagnetic materials on the nanoscale is well known to have considerable influence on the resultant magnetic properties. The thin film form of gadolinium typically assumes a face centered cubic (fcc) arrangement which is paramagnetic. However, the ferromagnetic hcp form that is found in bulk can be induced through tailored growth conditions. Advances in growth procedures for thin film Gd has resulted in the demonstration of saturation magnetization values akin to those found in single crystals. In the work undertaken by Scheunert et al Gd thin films were grown using DC magnetron sputtering on Si wafers; it was found that a 5 nm Ta seed layer in combination with an elevated deposition temperature resulted in primarily hcp Gd in the film.

To date the magnetic properties of nanopatterned gadolinium have not been extensively investigated and in literature there have been calls for a better understanding of the magnetic properties of 4f-elements; this is something this study directly addresses. Previous experimental work on nanopatterned gadolinium includes nanowires fabricated from Gd thin film by focused ion beam with dimensions of 275 nm × 10 µm and the magnetotransport properties studied, as well as an unsuccessful attempt to induce single domain states in gadolinium nanobars, where the high aspect ratio structures (1400 × 70 × 50 nm$^3$) were used in the hope of inducing a single domain state due to shape anisotropy. The simulations reported in this paper offer an explanation for the failure of that study to produce single domain islands.

With the development of software to predict the magnetic behavior on the nano and micro scales and the ability of computers to perform large scale calculations at ease, micromagnetic simulations have become a standard tool for aiding experimental studies in micromagnetism. In particular, the Object Oriented Mi-
croMagnetic Framework, OOMMF,\cite{11} has been cited in over 980 papers at the time of this study. For example micromagnetic simulations have been used to elucidate the domain structure of permalloy thin film circular,\cite{12} elliptical\cite{13} and rectangular\cite{14} elements of various sizes and thicknesses. The study by Hertel highlights the region of single domain permalloy elements, noting the importance of single domain structures for technological applications.\cite{14}

One such area that employs single domain islands is that of artificial spin ice (ASI); the islands behave as macrosized spins and allow for the effects of geometrical frustration to be directly visualized by magnetic imaging techniques.\cite{15,16} The pioneering works in ASI examined islands of permalloy in a square pattern\cite{16} and hexagonal networks of cobalt,\cite{15} however the systems were static and dynamics were induced through the application of external fields\cite{17}. Interest in a thermalised ASI system grew; it has been noted that an ideal material for thermal activation would exhibit simultaneously a high magnetic moment per atom and a relatively low Curie temperature.\cite{18} Gadolinium, possessing both of these attributes, is therefore a possible candidate for fabrication of a thermally active frustrated system.

As the properties of ferromagnetic materials, including gadolinium, are affected by the choice of shape, size, and growth conditions,\cite{19,20} an extensive computational analysis is here carried out to inform further experimental work on nanopatterned gadolinium. The net long axis moment of rectangular gadolinium thin film elements with varying aspect ratio and thicknesses are investigated by the use of the OOMMF\cite{11} micromagnetic simulations package. The magnetization patterns of the islands and the effect of the shape and magnetocrystalline anisotropy involved in domain formation are analysed.

2. Experimental

The relaxed magnetization states of rectangular thin film gadolinium elements of varying side length, thickness, and aspect ratio were simulated using the Object Oriented MicroMagnetic Framework, OOMMF.\cite{11} The lowest en-
energy configurations for given dimensions were used to determine the ground state magnetization pattern of gadolinium nanoislands, and the region of single domain islands was identified. The impact of thickness and out-of-plane anisotropy on the transition from a high remanence state to a flux closure pattern was investigated.

The simulation parameters used to reflect hcp gadolinium are based on the magnetic properties found in literature. The exchange stiffness constant was determined as

$$A = \frac{k_B T_C}{2a}$$

where $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant, $T_C$ is the Curie temperature of gadolinium (293 K) and the lattice parameter of hcp-gadolinium is $a = 3.64 \, \text{Å}$. This gives an approximate exchange stiffness constant $A = 5.62 \times 10^{-12} \, \text{Jm}^{-1}$. A saturation magnetization value of $M_S = 2.077 \times 10^6 \, \text{Am}^{-1}$ and a uniaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy $K_u = 1.7 \times 10^5 \, \text{Jm}^{-3}$ acting preferentially along the c-axis were used. A damping parameter of $\alpha = 0.5$ was used; this is a relatively large value which allows the system to converge to an energy equilibrium in a more reasonable time and is an appropriate value for an investigation that is not focussed on dynamics.

The dimensions of the gadolinium islands studied are defined in figure 1; the long axis is positioned to align with the x-axis, the short axis in the y-direction and the thickness of the island is given by the range in the z-direction. The corresponding aspect ratio of the islands is defined as the length of the island in the x-direction divided by the width of the island in the y-direction.

Figure 1: The orientation of a rectangular element used in the OOMMF model.

In order to best gauge the behavior of nanopatterned gadolinium, the extreme scenarios of a fully randomized grain structure (non-textured) and a grain
structure with a common direction for the c-axis (textured) were examined. This was implemented in the simulations by setting the magnetocrystalline anisotropy to zero in the non-textured case, to model the effective cancellation of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy from a set of randomly oriented grains. The same results could be achieved by discretizing the islands and assigning the anisotropies such that they effectively cancel each other out, however this would be computationally much more expensive. In the textured case the magnetocrystalline easy axis (c-axis) was set parallel to the z-axis, reflective of the thin film behavior of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy of gadolinium reported by Scheunert et al. [9] These two treatments of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy bookend the expected behavior of fabricated structures.

In order to determine the lowest energy configuration of the magnetic structures the dimensions of the gadolinium islands were translated into the OOMMF solver; three different random starting states and a fully magnetized state were allowed to relax, using the demagnetization protocol in the software. Upon full relaxation the moment along the long axis and the energy of the associated magnetic arrangement were recorded, and the magnetization pattern of the lowest recorded energy of the four was assumed to be the ground state configuration. For smaller states, a random initial state could be resolved into a single or multi-domain energy minimum however the larger islands could find an energy equilibrium in a metastable state; this was confirmed when an initially magnetized larger island was allowed to relax and returned a lower energy state. It became apparent that a series of varying initial configurations was the best way to acquire the energy minimum.

As part of the micromagnetic solver, the input structure is discretized; the cell size is typically smaller than the exchange length of the material examined. The calculation of the exchange length has been a source for debate, [24] with calculations showing values for gadolinium between 1.44 and 5 nm; a cell size smaller than this allows the accurate resolution of domain walls and micromagnetic features. The results presented in this paper were all acquired using the cell size of 1 nm³. The majority of the simulations were also carried out with a
cell size of (5nm)$^3$, with the same qualitative results. The images provided are of the relaxed ground state; the center-slice is used unless otherwise specified.

### 3. Results

The data sets for the results shown in this paper have been made available on Mendelev data [24].

The color maps shown in figure 2 illustrate the fraction of long-axis-aligned magnetic moments in 15 nm thick gadolinium islands, for (a) the textured and (b) the non-textured case, according to their short axis length (x-axis) and aspect ratio (y-axis). The markers on the map illustrate the returned values of these moments, with a shading interpolation applied between these points.

The net fraction of moments acting along the long axis is used to determine whether the ground state of the system tends towards a highly remanent state or a stray-field minimizing multi-domain state. In this study, a net moment along the long axis of $0.85M_S$ is taken as the threshold into ‘single-domain’
behavior. The discrepancy between a fully saturated long axis moment can be attributed to edge effects; other studies have further clarified whether the patterns are C-state, S-state or flower state. However, since this study is primarily concerned with the region of stability for a high magnetic moment of the nanobars, such distinctions are not made for the color maps in this paper.

As can be seen from figure 2, for both the textured and non-textured cases the single-domain state is an energetically favorable micromagnetic state at high aspect ratios (10:1) and medium aspect ratios (5:1) in combination with smaller short axis lengths (below 75 nm). Square 1:1 aspect ratio gadolinium islands are observed to have an almost zero net magnetic moment along the x-axis as they form a flux closure state, the Landau configuration, see figure 4(b). The larger rectangular islands can form multi-domain states with several flux closure patterns as illustrated in figure 4(c) and figure 6(b).

The long axis magnetization of the gadolinium islands that resulted when relaxing the system from fully magnetized states are shown as color maps in figure 3; comparison with figure 2 shows that starting from a fully magnetized state extends the stability region of large long axis moments to most dimensions investigated; the exceptions are islands with a 1:1 aspect ratio of length 200 nm or more and those with a 2:1 aspect ratio with short axis length greater than
Figure 4: X-Y view of magnetization patterns in three different 15 nm thick textured Gd islands from figure 2(b). The white/black coloration represent the magnitude of the moment aligned with the long axis pointing towards the right/left in the figure. (a) A highly remanent state observed in the smaller volumes at medium aspect ratios and at higher aspect ratios throughout, represented by a 300 nm x 75 nm island; (b) a Landau configuration in which the flux closure pattern minimizes stray fields outside the island, represented by a 200 nm x 200 nm island; (c) a multi-domain structure seen in the larger islands, consisting of several flux closure domain arrangements, represented by a 1200 nm x 300 nm island.

or equal to 400 nm.

Since a short axis length of 75 nm marked the boundary between single and multi domain states at smaller aspect ratios and could be realistically patterned, this short axis length was used for further simulations were the thickness was varied. Figure 5 shows what fraction of the magnetic moment for (a) non-textured (b) textured gadolinium nanoislands of three different aspect ratios (5/10/20:1) is pointing in a common direction along the long axis after relaxation from an initially magnetised state, for thicknesses from 15 nm to 60 nm. With increasing thickness, the fraction of the magnetic moment of the nano-bar that is aligned with the long axis decreases. This is the case for all three aspect ratios explored for the chosen short axis length of 75 nm; however, the phenomenon is most pronounced in the 5:1 aspect ratio islands. As can be seen in figure 6 the lowest energy magnetization state for this aspect ratio is a single domain for thicknesses below 30 nm, but multi-domain states have the lowest energy at thicknesses above 30 nm; this is the case in both the textured and non-textured simulations. The differences in magnetization patterns between textured and non-textured gadolinium nanobars become more apparent as the thicknesses of the structures increase. Accordingly, the ultra-high aspect ratio of 20:1 (75 nm x 1500 nm) sees a highly remanent ground state configuration.
Figure 5: (Color online) The variation in net long-axis moment with increasing island thickness associated with the lowest energy configuration of (a) textured and (b) non-textured gadolinium islands of short axis length 75 nm and aspect ratios 5:1 (●), 10:1 (□), and 20:1 (▲).

in the non-textured case but a demagnetised state is assumed when examining the textured case.

The predicted micromagnetic state of a 375 nm × 75 nm × 55 nm textured nanobar is shown in figure 7. Figure 7(a) shows a y-z cross section through the island; figure 7(b) is an x-z slice through the center of the island; and figure 7(c) shows the central x-y slice of the island. The combination of a magnetocrystalline anisotropy with easy axis along the z-direction and a thickness of similar magnitude to the short axis length result in a preference for the magnetic moments to align along the z-axis, forming flux closures in the z-direction. This is illustrated by the y-z cross-section (figure 7(a)) where a flux closure loop is clearly visible; the blue (dark gray) shading indicates a component of magnetization along the positive z-axis and conversely a red (light gray) pixel indicates a component of magnetization along the negative z-axis.

4. Discussion

From the results we can see that the dimensions of gadolinium nanobars studied show a transition from a regime wherein the shape anisotropy and exchange interaction dominates the orientation of spins, resulting in a highly remanent
Figure 6: (Color online) Micromagnetic state in the x-y plane of two different thicknesses of a 375 nm × 75 nm textured Gd nanobar, featured in figure 5(b). (a) The lowest energy configuration at a thickness of 15 nm. White pixels represent an absence of a vertical component to the magnetization vectors, making this a highly remanent state. (b) The magnetization arrangement for a thickness of 30 nm. Here, the colored pixels show a rotation of the magnetization vectors away from the horizontal: blue (dark gray), upwards in the out-of-plane direction; and red (light gray), downwards.

state, to a regime where minimization of the stray field is preferred and magnetization aligns parallel with outer surfaces, forming multi-domain magnetization patterns.

As already discussed, there are many factors to be considered in the formation of domains such as size, shape and composition. For gadolinium nanobars as for other ferromagnetic thin film islands, we can see that the aspect ratio is a critical parameter, with high length to width ratios necessary to induce a highly remanent state. Alongside this, in pursuit of a single domain nanobar, the magnetic volume plays a role; for a fixed thickness of 15 nm, structures of short axis length 75 nm and less were showing single domain ground states with aspect ratios of 5:1, compared with a short axis length of 100 nm or more that need at least 8:1 length to width ratio. The aspect ratio necessary to induce a highly remanent state in gadolinium is significantly higher than that used in thin film islands of permalloy, where a C-state, one variant of a highly remanent state, was shown to be the ground state magnetization pattern for a 2:1 150 nm short axis island. The high remanence state in cobalt nanostructures is also possible in aspect ratios of 2:1 at short axis lengths of 100 nm and above 5:1 at the larger sizes, further demonstrating the different treatment gadolinium requires in obtaining single domain states. The combination of the smaller ex-
change interaction and larger saturation magnetization in gadolinium, relative to that of cobalt and permalloy means that it is energetically favorable to create domain walls in comparatively smaller islands with higher aspect ratio. In these high aspect ratio structures, the shape anisotropy is the dominant factor in domain formation.

A negative correlation between increasing thickness of the gadolinium islands and net magnetic moment along the long axis was found, indicating the shape anisotropy is not as effective in thicker films. This trend was also shown to occur in permalloy. In relation to gadolinium, it is suggested that the highly remanent states are most likely to be achieved at thicknesses 25 nm or less since this adheres to the quasi 2D model where $z \ll y$; islands in thicker films behave more like 3D nanostructures. The work done by Hsu et al found the nanobars created (of size $1400 \times 70 \times 50$ nm$^3$) possessed a much smaller long axis magnetization than the authors expected. They argued that oxidation and permeation of fcc gadolinium through their nanobars were the factors for this observation. From the results of this study, it can be shown that they used an
appropriate aspect ratio of 20:1. However, it is suggested that a structure 50 nm thick may result in internal spins aligning along the z-axis, forming flux closure structures in the x-z plane, as shown for the 5:1 75 nm short axis nanoisland in figure 7. In these larger volumes, the moments prefer to align parallel to surfaces, as indicated in figure 4(b) and (c), attempting to minimize the stray field outside the volume; in the textured Gd films, the magnetocrystalline anisotropy also favors orientation along the z-axis. Previous experimental work on competing anisotropies in ferromagnetic islands includes studies of the effect in ellipses fabricated from Fe/Co-multilayers, and rectangular Co islands, where both easy axes were in the plane of the thin film. Here we have one in-plane easy axis from shape anisotropy, with the magnetocrystalline easy axis being out-of-plane. From these previous studies and the results obtained in this paper, it can be seen that more complex domain structures result from competing anisotropies, making highly remanent states less likely.

The results of this study allow a proposition of dimensions that are likely to result in the fabrication of a single domain gadolinium nanobar, taking into consideration the experimental realities of patterning such dimensions. A high aspect ratio with a lesser short-axis length and a small thickness are key to achieving a large net long axis moment; this study showed that a 15 nm thick island with aspect ratio of 10:1 or 20:1 in combination with a short axis length of 50–75 nm would most likely result in a highly remanent structure. Although the nanobar could be subject to the effect of volume loss through oxidation, it is presumed that the minimization of fcc content achieved by Scheunert et al. would assist in the production of a highly remanent state.

There has been much debate on the exact magnetic properties of gadolinium due to its sensitivity to growth conditions and choice of substrate. In this study the magnetocrystalline anisotropy is approximated and the easy axis is presumed to act vertically out-of-the-plane of the thin film island, as found for the films grown by Scheunert et al. Some studies show at non-zero temperatures that there is a rotation of the easy direction in gadolinium; a study of this effect is beyond the scope of this paper. The non-textured case
was also introduced assuming the completely random orientation of the grains in gadolinium. However, with grain sizes of the order 20–30 nm (found by Scheunert et al. [9]) a discrepancy with the assumed completely random nature is probable in smaller magnetic volumes.

Domain walls cost energy to create, since they involve the rotation of neighboring spins away from the favored parallel alignment. Thus, the same volume of domains and domain walls in two different geometric arrangements can result in very similar energies; this has for example be seen in the experimental work of Gunnarsson et al. [32] and in Hertel’s [14] micromagnetic modelling work. Hence there is a degeneracy in the ground states of larger structures, and the simulations cannot be used to predict an exact configuration. For example, the domain structure observed in figure 4(c) is one of several possible flux closure arrangements with similar energies. Similarly, the smaller exchange length possessed by gadolinium relative to other ferromagnets allows domain walls to form in smaller structures; hence single domain states only appear at smaller dimensions and higher aspect ratios.

The results in this study are predicated upon the assumptions made in the simulations of the ferromagnetic nanopatterned gadolinium, but they are not indicative of every gadolinium sample produced. Out-of-plane anisotropy is in some ways the worst case scenario for single domain structures as it is most likely to favor an out-of-plane magnetization. The zero magnetocrystalline anisotropy simulations are a reasonable approximation of a random polycrystalline film, or a case of c-axis texture (out-of-plane) with easy plane anisotropy. These simulations therefore represent two of the most probable magnetocrystalline anisotropy configurations in ferromagnetic thin film elements of gadolinium.

5. Conclusion

This work examines the ground state magnetization pattern for ferromagnetic gadolinium thin film structures and shows a range of dimensions that could be used for creation of a highly remanent gadolinium thin film element. The re-
results illustrate the competing interaction between shape and magnetocrystalline anisotropy in increasingly thicker gadolinium nanoislands, with a critical thickness of 25 nm marking the transition from a typically highly remanent state in 5:1 aspect ratio islands to a multidomain state. This study, in conjunction with a thin film growth recipe that minimizes fcc gadolinium,[9] provides a guide for the creation of a single domain gadolinium element, which has yet to be achieved experimentally.
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